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abstract
A fascination for electronics development platforms was the 
starting point for this project. Brought forward from open 
source initiatives, these exist of modular hardware toolkits and 
software. This modularity allows people to use them in differ-
ent configurations to support a variety of contexts and purpos-
es. In this way it enables them to bring just about any idea to 
life.

There is an emerging trend on the web, where people modify 
or hack into products, trying to change or extends their prod-
ucts to fit their needs. As technology is becoming cheaper and 
embedded in everyday products, it allows products to become 
more flexible, and be more sensitive towards these trends.

My project has been an investigation in developing a method 
for design, which promotes modular product systems, rather 
than closed, fixed products. Open-ended design is an approach 
which supports an exploration space for end-users. Focused on 
laymen users, allows them to investigate what functionality 
and behaviour is needed for their own interests and niche pur-
poses. The open-ended design framework was used to design 
Myriad: a flexible, modular camera system to complement Go-
Pro cameras. Myriad exists of a growing library of modules, sen-
sors and a mobile app which combined create unique camera 
functionality and behaviours.



Introduction
Background
The number of ways users can participate in product develop-
ment processes are rapidly expanding. Where some companies 
and organisations thrive on these emerging movements, others 
fail to respond and adapt adequately. In the last decade, new 
collaboration initiatives have shaped the way we think about 
software development, and has levelled the playing field in suc-
cessful ways. Soon after, this trend changed the development 
methods for electronics and prototyping toolkits. Continuing 
towards hardware and the design of interactive products, it forc-
es the incumbent industry—as well as us designers—to recon-
sider our practice and develop a sensitivity for these changes.

Digital fabrication will inevitably enable amateur enthusiasts 
to knock off and alter commercial products in their garages. Al-
though it’s unlikely that any one individual will replicate complex 
goods such as laptops, cameras, or cars in large quantities, the 
internet is already flooded with blueprints for customizing con-
sumer goods, repurposing game controllers, and replacing broken 
parts. Just like the music and movie industries, manufacturers 
now face a choice between engaging in eternal court battles with 
their own customers and assimilating this new culture of sharing 
and remixing into their design and production processes (Igoe & 
Mota, 2011).
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This project is an investigation into a realistic method for open 
design to merge with the industry-led design of interactive 
products. The research phase of the project begins with creat-
ing an understanding of the focal point in the democratisation 
of information and open-source movements. How does these 
movements support the modification of functionality and be-
haviour of products and systems by end-users. The aim is to 
combine dynamics from open design and industry for the de-
sign of interactive consumer products. Focusing primarily on 
the user experience, the project concludes in a case study, pro-
moting an approach for interactive product design to change in 
order to create an exploration space for users at use time.

Glossary
Co-creation

DIY
EUD

Interactive product

IP
OD

Open-source development

OSH
OSS

UCD

Generic terminology indicating a 
form of development process in 
which a company and active custom-
ers share, combine and renew each 
other’s resources and capabilities. 
Co-creation was originally coined as 
a marketing or business strategy, but 
has also been adopted in other fields, 
to describe a joint creative practice.
Do-It-Yourself
End-user Development
A product with some layer of technol-
ogy, intelligence the users interacts 
with through an (abstract or literal) 
interface.
Intellectual Property
Open Design
A broad term, referring to open sourc-
es initiatives in any field. 

Open-source Hardware
Open-source Software
User-centered Design



research
Context
Information sharing and collaboration through the web are 
having a big impact on the design of products and services. The 
web as a participatory platform fuels a process of democrati-
sation, in which design is no longer the function of the activity 
of professional designers (Atkinson, 2006). Democratic design 
projects are carried out not with but by the end-user; they are 
self-initiated and self-driven by (a group of) amateurs. This is 
fundamentally different from traditional design projects focus-
ing on user-centered design methodologies. These top-down 
approaches aim for user involvement and participation, keep-
ing the designer and user separated in their respective roles.

Third Industrial Revolution
Digital fabrication methods and prototyping platforms are key 
factors in this movement. These lower the threshold to technol-
ogy, and allow a new audience to use tools they did not have ac-
cess to before. We are well under way to what has been dubbed 
as the third industrial revolution in which people, organised 
in communities around the world create new ways for the de-
velopment of products and services. Many of such projects are 
published within the open source realm, which allows people 
in a community to freely to build on each others ideas without 
needing to ask permission or pay any licensing fees. The open 
source concept originates from software development, where it 
has well matured and brought forward a number of widespread 
and successful projects, such as Linux and Wikipedia. The open 
source hardware movement followed soon after, which incor-
porates the development of open source electronics.
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Open Design
Inspired by the successful development of open-source soft-
ware and hardware, the open design movement is embarking 
on a similar journey, facing the same challenges: is it a viable 
method for the development of consumer products, and how 
should it interact with incumbent industry?

The underlying principles of open design also link back to those 
of DIY in the 60s and 70s. DIY dynamics have been associated 
with varied social phenomena, being described as leisure, as a 
hybrid of consumerism, or, on the contrary, as an alternative 
and emancipative cycle of production (Maldini,  2012). The lat-
ter was seen as a way of democratising industrial design, and 
in today’s communities, that view is still shared by many. Al-
though this project is not directly focused on the political as-
pects of open design, it is important to note that some of these 
beliefs may be an obstruction for the open design initiatives to 
interact with industry.  Open design is an idealistic movement 
at heart, but will likely have to compromise some of it’s values 
at implementation time. This is also true for existing corporate 
structures wanting to benefit, where  these will need to invest 
in rethinking some of their modi operandi to be able to really 
participate.

Nowadays, bottom-up organizations for the collective creation 
and production of physical objects are developing. However, in-
itiatives from professional designers remain somehow design-
er-centered. A collaborative approach towards spontaneously 
formed communities of creators/producers/users with common 
interests would lead to a real democratization of design (Maldini,  
2012).

Image 2.1 Artist’s depiction of the 
third industrial revolution.

open 
design

Third Industrial Revolution

The open-source software (OSS)
movement started with software de-
velopment. In recent year it became 
a widespread phenomenon, and has 
grown to be a competitive alternative 
for traditional, closed source develop-
ment. Not only has it proven capable 
of sustaining profitable business 
models, it has produced some of its 
own. Companies large and small 
have acknowledged it’s potential and 
use and/or produce  OSS for various 
products.

The official definition (advocated by 
the Open Source Hardware Associ-
ation) reads: Open source hardware 
is hardware whose design is made 
publicly available so that anyone can 
study, modify, distribute, make, and 
sell the design or hardware based on 
that design. In practice it is closer tied 
to electronics than other hardware. It 
has become successful in the area of 
electronic toolkits, used by profes-
sionals, academics, hobbyists and 
children alike. The movement has 
not (yet) seen successful integration 
in (commercial) consumer product 
segments.

Open design is built on the same 
foundational principles as OSS and 
OSH. It is different in the way that 
it has a long tradition that routes 
back to DIY and home improvement 
movements. Open design is generally 
more user-initiated (grassroots-like), 
although this is not a requisite. Being 
tied to DIY and ‘making’ cultures, 
the movement has mostly gained 
momentum through producing 
open-source fabrication methods, 
rather than actual  products or 
goods.Some commercial integration 
exists, as a number of professional de-
signers are participating by including 
manuals with their designed objects 
for everyone to reproduce or adapt.
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Roles and motives
Although strongly related, open source initiatives do not substi-
tute user-centered design or end-user development processes. 
In user-centered design, designers generate solutions that place 
users mainly in reactive roles (Fischer & Giaccardi, 2004). Open 
source development is a joint effort, where users collaborative-
ly create solutions that are of shared interest. Participatory de-
sign shares this characteristic, as users work alongside design-
ers and are involved deeply in the process and contribute with 
self-generated alternative solutions.

In these projects users are represented in project groups and steer-
ing committees and take an active part in analysis and design, 
evaluation of standard systems, and organizational implementa-
tion (Kensin & Blomberg, 1998).

However, participatory design relies on representatives who 
act on all user’s behalf, and is for this reason significantly less-
er democratic compared to open source development. A com-
pany facilitating participatory design processes might elect 
users based on certain criteria to act as representatives. Open 
source development lacks any form of selection, as it has been 
described as “the internet-enabled collaborative creation of ar-
tefacts by a disperse group of otherwise unrelated individuals” 
(Atkinson, 2011). Naturally, such organisation will lead to more 
diverse groups of people working together. Members of open 
source communities have various motivations, as the bene-
fits perceived may vary and can include: professional benefits 
(helping for one’s own work), social benefits (increased status 
in a community, possibilities for jobs) and personal benefits 
(engaging in fun activities) (Fischer & Giaccardi, 2004). Shared 
motivations may be found in a common interest in the topic, 
as well as commons skillsets or experience, which would en-
able one to contribute. This is another argument open source 
development is not directly applicable to end-user develop-
ment. The users/domain designers in open source [software] 
communities are highly sophisticated programmers (Fischer 
& Giaccardi). This is particularly true for OSS and OSH, where 
contributors are required to have computer science or  electrical 
engineering  knowledge in order to contribute.

Cost of learning
Fortunately, user innovators don’t need to start from scratch 
(von Hippel, 2001). The tools used in open source projects are 
becoming more and more accessible and easier to adopt by a 
more diverse group of people. Still, every new user wanting to 
contribute will be confronted with a cost of learning. Since a 
certain skillset is required to be on par with other members of 
the community. Open source communities consist of diverse 
individuals, and so are their motivations, capabilities and will-
ingness to invest time and effort to contribute to the develop-

Image 2.2 TinkerKit, one of 
many available electronics 
toolkits. 

Image 2.3 Electronics engi-
neers developing new Ar-
duino-compatible electronic 
boards.

‹ Image 2.4 An Arduino board 
used in a hobbyist’s project. 
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With a conceptual framework, meta-design, they define the 
conditions for a process in which collaborative design can take 
place. It describes how system and software designers should 
move away from attempting to build complete and closed sys-
tems, and instead provide users with technical infrastructures 
and social environments for collaborative design activities. 
Many present-day web technologies such as wikis, blogs and 
repositories demonstrate this trend.

Meta-design is grounded in the basic assumption that future 
users and problems cannot be completely anticipated at design 
time, when a system is developed.

In all design processes, two basic stages can be differentiated: 
design time and use time. (figure 2.3) At design time, system de-
velopers (with or without user involvement) create environments 
and tools. In conventional design approaches, they create com-
plete systems for the world-as-imagined. At use time, users use 
the system but their needs, objectives, and situational contexts 
can only be anticipated at design time, thus, the system often re-
quires modification to fit the user’s needs. To accommodate un-
expected issues at use time, systems need to be underdesigned at 
design time, while directly experiencing their own world. (Fischer 
& Giaccardi, 2004).

In this way, underdesign aims to provide social and technical 
instruments for the owners of problems to create the solutions 
themselves at use time. In order to achieve this, the framework 
employs a Seeding, Evolutionary Growth and Reseeding mod-
el (see appendix A), acknowledging Herbert Simon’s premise 
that complex systems must constantly evolve in order to be ef-
fective It’s important to note that although it [meta-design] is 
sometimes compared to other practices or methodologies such 
as collaboration, co-creation, or user-centred design, it more 
accurately utilizes these approaches within its own practice 
and methodology—so rather than being associated with open 
source development, it is actually the methodology that makes 
open source possible. (Hethrington, 2009).

ment of a system. In each project there are leaders and follow-
ers, and for open source this is no different. Project leaders are 
those who initiate, author, and actively contribute to ongoing 
development. Followers are those who tend to stay in a more 
classical role of user. They use the product or system and might 
share the outcome, but contribute little to none to the project’s 
evolution. There seems to be a discrepancy between these two 
types of users within  the open source communities. Cross-pol-
lination between the groups does happen, but a substantial dif-
ference in skillsets and available resources keeps project lead-
ers and followers separated in two different roles.

The Arduino community is an open source community where 
these two roles coexist. The development of the Arduino plat-
form is done by the Arduino team, as well as other third-party 
electronics companies, such as Adafruit, Seeed Studio or Freet-
ronics. These act as the project leaders and operate as tradi-
tional companies whom employ engineers who work on these 
projects. Project followers are those who then in turn buy  the 
products developed, to be used in personal, academic or com-
mercial projects. The platform is used as a tool within the spe-
cific context of a project. Apart from it generating a multitude 
of different products, the typical user does not directly benefit 
from or contribute to its open source nature.

Although different roles still exists within open source devel-
opment, it has created entire new ways for collaboration. It has 
enabled users to substantially modify and adapt materials to fit 
their needs. It is of no surprise, that for hardware, this change 
started in the area of electronics. As these products are tool-
kits, they are specifically designed to be adapted to fit differ-
ent projects. Still, open source has made the area of electronics 
dramatically more flexible and accessible to a wider audience. 
Lessons can be learn for traditional (interactive) product design 
from the underlying thinking and principles which have ena-
bled this change. Utilizing such characteristics, products could 
potentially also become more flexible, offering users a space for 
exploration, allowing them to extend the product to fit their 
needs.

Meta-design
Fischer, et al. have explored this area with respect to the devel-
opment of large software systems and information repositories. 

The Arduino is an open source mi-
croprocessor board, which started in 
2005 as a research project and quickly 
grew became the default physical 
computing prototyping platform for 
many students, researchers, hobby-
ists, etcetera. The platforms consists 
of hardware (electronic components) 
and software (bootloader, program-
ming environment) and everything 
– except for the logo –  is released 
under open-source licenses. From the 
start the companies has encouraged 
others to build so-called derivates. 
These are Arduino-based electronics 
which in most cases are tailored for 
specific functionality or a certain 
social-cultural context.

Meta-design, here referenced as con-
ceptual framework, was developed at 
the University of Colorado’s Center for 
Lifelong Learning and Design, or L3D. 
It should be noted that the earliest 
conception of meta-design can be 
traced back to the 1960’s, but has 
generally developed more consistent 
characteristics since the 1980’s and 
is now being significantly refined 
at L3D and somewhat differently at 
the Laboratory for Architecture and 
Urbanism, or Lab[au], in Brussels 
(Giaccardi, Metadesign 343-345) (He-
thrington, 2009).

Figure 2.1 Some comparative 
differences between early web 
characteristics and the change 
taking place within Web 2.0. 
Many of these changes are the 
result of a meta-design type 
methodology.
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The different roles which exist within open source communi-
ties, are for an important part the result of one’s drive or moti-
vation. In general, “normal” users do not build tools of the qual-
ity that a professional designer would because users are not 
concerned with the tool per se, but in doing their work. (Fischer 
& Giaccardi, 2004). Or simply put: people do not want quar-
ter-inch drills, they want quarter-inch holes. (Theodore Levitt, 
1983). Meta-design somewhat acknowledges this challenge, 
proposed a sliding scale or migration path of different roles (fig-
ure 2.2) that one could fulfil in a specific context.

We do not assume that being a consumer or being a designer is a 
binary choice for the user: it is rather a continuum ranging from 
passive consumer, to well- informed consumer [Fischer, 2002] , to 
end-user, to power users [Nardi, 1993], to domain designer [Fis-
cher, 1994a] all the way to meta-designer. It is also the case that 
the same person is and wants to be a consumer in some situations 
and in others a designer; therefore “consumer/designer” is not an 
attribute of a person, but a role assumed in a specific context (Fis-
cher & Giaccardi, 2004).

These roles arise from within the community, as consumers, 
power-users and designers are nurtured and educated, not born, 
and people must be supported to assume these roles (Fischer 
& Giaccardi, 2004). Still, it remains unclear exactly how much 
self-training and discovery is required to travel along this mi-
gration path. Also, the SER process model depends on reseeding 
phases to take place, indicating the need for implementations 
of a major new releases within software development

For example, open source software development often evolve for 
some time by adding patches, but eventually a new major version 
must be created that incorporates the patches in a coherent fash-
ion (Fischer & Giaccardi, 2004).

As this project focuses on interactive products, not software, 
this introduces some challenges. Interactive products require 
high-level skills from a multitude of areas, and need substan-

tially more time and resources for development. From a prac-
tical point of view, the reseeding phase expresses the need for 
different roles within a community to exist. Due to the complex 
nature of interactive products, this moderation (and standardi-
sation) will presumable be most successful when carried out by 
a steering entity such as a company or group of experts.

Sticky Information
Although design blueprints of physical objects can be expressed 
through and shared with digital files, similar to software, its de-
velopment model is still fundamentally different.

It is often more efficient to carry out several prototyping itera-
tions in one physical location rather than having many disparate 
people each doing a single iteration. Possible reasons for this are 
access to physical resources that are tied to a fixed location and 
the concept of sticky information – the cost of transferring infor-
mation from one locus to another (von Hippel, 1995).

The concept of sticky information – limited access to localized 
knowledge and resources – is one of the obstructions which 
prevents open design from happening, which does not exist 
in software. Whilst focusing on laymen users and products in 
highly competitive markets, it seem unreasonable and ineffi-
cient to open up and allocate the product development process 
to a decentralized crowd as a whole. Also, in software develop-
ment there is a broad range of tools, each specific to their own 
application. It is for instance relatively easy to contribute to the 
development  of a wiki or website, compared to source code for 
a (native) application. Product design does not share this spec-
trum of various entry-levels, which raises the barrier for users 
to learn and contribute. Yet, an evolutionary model which cre-
ates design space for users during use time is an important step 
towards real user impact. The obstruction for users to contrib-
ute to interactive product design is what differentiates it from 
software. This implies that a different model is required, such as 
revisiting some of the aspects of meta-design and open source 
design. 

Figure 2.2 The consumer / 
designer spectrum (Fischer & 

Giaccardi, 2004).

Figure 2.3 Design time and use 
time (Fischer & Giaccardi, 2004).
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approach
In the context of this project, laymen users are considered to be 
active and enthusiastic in their own respective fields. They are 
eager to explore how to use interactive products for their own 
applications and (niche) contexts. Therefore, exploration and 
learning efforts should be primarily focused on personal inter-
ests. This is similar to open hardware, where users tinker with 
products (toolkits) in their personal projects, and companies are 
the primary developer of these platforms.

Flexibility
Meta-design promotes a design space for users, and a similar 
approach is beneficial for interactive product design. However, 
instead of relying on users to be responsible for actual prod-
uct development, the development model should allow users 
to focus on creating applications with the product during use 
time. Providing an exploration space, rather than design space 
seems more applicable. This requires products to be flexible in 
their design, so that it can be adapted or expanded to fit differ-
ent contexts. There a two major design conditions for flexible 
products:

1 The product is build in a modular way.

2 Utilizing modularity, the products functionality is 
distributed and exposed through an interface which 
supports expansion and adaptation.

Through modular design, others actors (e.g. companies, experts) 
are able to participate in the product’s evolution by developing 
modules.

Digitisation of the design and manufacturing process, apart from 
requiring less material expenditure through simulation and vir-
tual prototyping, also encourages a modular architecture with 
many resulting accompanying benefits. The modular architecture 
that is used in the RepRap community shows striking similarities 
with software architectures common in open source software pro-
jects. Modularity enables multiple participants to work on sepa-
rate modules independently and allows more rapid innovation by 
recombining modules in different ways. In open source projects, 
this type of module reuse is very common (de Bruijn, 2010).

This will result in rapid, smaller, incremental additions to the 
overall system evolution. However, flexible products will also 
see reseeding phases, similar to the release of major new ver-
sions of software applications. The continuous development by 
others, combined with exploration through users, will generate 

Figure 2.4 The development 
models of static and flexible 
products. Static, closed products 
cannot be further developed or 
explored with during use time. 
Flexible, open-ended products 
see a continuous evolution, as 
users explore during use time 
and contribute to the develop-
ment process.

Open-ended design
Because the product’s source is not shared publicly, but instead  
is designed to be flexible to support modification by others, 
these products should be conceived as open-ended systems 
rather then open source. When people have the ability to tinker 
with a product -and thus are offered freedom to identify needs-, 
it is impossible the know beforehand what the outcome will be. 
For this reason, open-ended products are not limited to a certain 
targeted audience, nor context of use. The key is to design the 
right experience that fosters experimentation. The challenge 
for designers, however, is that they can no longer oversee all 
possible scenarios and contexts during the design phase. This 
demands   a shift in interaction design practice. Designers and 
manufacturers should embrace this change and encourage us-
ers to introduce their own twist and playfulness by designing 
products which support this model. As interaction designers 
are used to design products that were as comprehensive as pos-
sible, these resulted in closed systems that can not be modified 
at design time. A product can still be specialised, or targeted for 
a certain audience, but manufacturers will need to allow for the 
product’s evolution in other directions as well. As modularity 
has technical consequences on a deeper system level, its needs 
to be taken account from the start of the development process.

valuable knowledge and experience, which the company can 
deploy (figure 2.4).

The approach for continuous evolution of a project at use time 
is derived from meta-design’s employment of the Seeding, Evo-
lutionary Growth, and Reseeding (SER) model. The SER model is 
not dissimilar to the frequently described iterative process of 
design practice, but it differs largely in that its implementation 
takes place at use time and is like an open circuit that is intend-
ed to continue indefinitely, ensuring adaptability and contin-
ued efficacy in the face of what Richard Buchanan refers to as 
“the indeterminacy of wicked problems [where] the problem 
for designer is to conceive and plan what does not yet exist”. 
The iterative process, on the other hand, is ostensibly a closed 
circuit where after a series of passes the process must come to 
an end. Iteration of this type takes place at design time when 
experts are designing the system itself or at use time when us-
ers act as designers and work toward specific outcomes. Com-
paratively speaking, the iterative process is a micro level closed 
process which is suited to project based situations that must 
have a conclusion, while the SER model operates as a macro 
level open process to enable the system itself to viably persist 
(Hethrington, 2004). 
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OpenStructures
The OpenStructures is a fully community-driven project. It is 
tightly linked to DIY, and it allows anyone to submit or reuse 
parts, structures or entire designs, as long a geometrical grid is 
respected.

The OpenStructures project explores the possibility of a modular 
construction model where everyone designs for everyone on the 
basis of one shared geometrical grid. It initiates a kind of collabo-
rative Meccano to which everybody can contribute parts, compo-
nents and structures.

Interestingly, the project does is not limited to a specific prod-
uct or category. Submissions include household appliances, 
desks, suitcases and even a bicycle. On the website design files 
are exchanged,  which all are standardised to fit the same grid, 
assuring compatibility among parts.

Image 2.5 Different parts, de-
signed with the use of a shared 
geometrical grid.

‹ Image 2.6 A coffee machine 
made from parts designed by 
the OpenStructures community.

Reference Projects
The following section discusses three different projects in which 
some form of end-user development takes place. These  (and 
other) projects serve as inspiration material as their processes 
share commonalities with the approach explored in this pro-
ject. Most of the projects studied in the research phase originate 
from academia or open design communities. In a way, the open 
design movement is the both the youngest and oldest member 
of the open source family. Open design mechanism date far 
back in time, but in the digital age, the distributed nature of 
open source development has not emerged in open design as 
it has in software (de Bruijn, 2010). Likewise, the industry inte-
gration of open source design does, in comparison with, open 
source software or electronics, hardly exist Also, the majority of 
the non-commercial open design projects are limited to simple, 
non-technical products. 

The most common contemporary quasi-implementation of the 
open source paradigm in commercial products is mass custom-
ization. A critical evaluation of such practices, however, shows 
that it has drifted away from its open source methods. Usually 
promoted by larger companies, these systems are often limited 
to changing a products look & feel (e.g. colours and patterns), 
and give the user little to no control over its functionality or 
behaviour. Secondly, it does not produce any form of collabora-
tively created content, which can be freely shared and reused 
by other members of a community. To illustrate, and example 
of such is NIKEiD, where users can use a web application to 
customize their own sports shoes by choosing from a selection 
of materials and colours. This is purely individual process, and 
from a practical perspective, it can be seen as picking a product 
from a computational catalogue, with a fixed amount of choic-
es to choose from. For this reason there is no real creative work 
done by the end user, and it is a shallow form of design democ-
ratisation.
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Open e-components
Designer Weilung Tseng explored the differences between 
closed and open household appliances in his project Open 
e-components. In this proposal, he imagines large scale compa-
nies to only produce the functional elements, electronic mod-
ules. Users then 3D print their own supporting plastic parts, 
allowing these modules to evolve into appliances with certain 
functions. In this way the user is in control of the product’s 
function and application, which can be specific to one’s individ-
ual needs.

This project is based on the situation nowadays that most of the 
electronic appliances are designed and produced in a very closed 
way, which causes issues that related to sustainability, consump-
tion, user experience, and environment. The starting point for 
my design is based on the individual production that starts with 
one simple module and explores the endless possibilities of this 
module as a critical and imaginative exploration of issues such 
as modularity and sustainability, two terms associated with open 
design. For the users, it will be an experience to produce electronic 
appliances that is similar of playing LEGO (Weilung Tseng, 2013).

Image 2.13 Users produce plastic 
parts using 3D printing.

Image 2.14 Functional modules 
are produced by a company.

Image 2.7 Shoe dryer.
‹ Image 2.8 Mini-projector.
« Image 2.9 Water boiler.

Image 2.10 Lamp / flower pot.
‹ Image 2.11 Latte mixer.
« Image 2.12 Table fan.



Project Ara
Google’s Advanced Technology and Projects group (ATAP) re-
leased the Ara project soon after another related project called 
Phonebloks (Dave Hakkens, 2013) received widespread atten-
tion. Since then, the project team has engaged in various ac-
tivities attempting to bring parts of the project into the public 
domain, including video updates, mobile research (utilizing a 
service name dscout), 3D printing events and a series of devel-
oper conferences. A Module Development Kit (MDK) will also 
be released, allowing others to develop modules for the phone. 

Image 2.15 A selection of differ-
ent module and phone sizes.

Image 2.16 Module breakdown to 
its internal parts and compo-
nents.

Image 2.17 Inserting a modules 
into the phone’s frame or en-
doskeleton.
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concept 
development
Focus area
The starting point for this project was to bring the flexibility 
and space for exploration that exists in electronic toolkits to in-
teractive products. At an early stage, the question surfaced what 
type of product could be applicable to this project. To be able to 
frame the project right, the focus was on an area in which peo-
ple use a product to support their own activities (hobbies), own 
context, instead of an area which is closely tied to an education-
al or learning purpose. There are a number of other products 
related to these topic, most of which are toys, educational ma-
terial or a combination thereof. Examples are for instance LEGO 
MINDSTORMS and LittleBits.

The initial seed came from hardware sketching activity for an-
other project, where the aim was to externally control small, 
‘matchbox-size’ cameras with an external input device. In this 
way the project became idea-driven project, rather than prob-
lem-driven. The sketch led to a number of brainstorms session 
on what different inputs could be functional for different con-
texts. 

Image 3.2 Matchbox-camera.Communities
Camera prices have dropped drastically the last decade. The 
number of amateur photographers and filmmakers is on the 
rise, and they are equipped with technology only available for 
professionals a decade ago. Additionally, cameras have become 
a default feature in a wide variety of portable devices. This has 
inspired others to start camera-related projects in the DIY and 
crowd-funding domain, developing bags, lenses, stands, rigs 
and mobile or desktop applications. Existing projects on the 
web show that there is a great number of user-initiated camera 
projects, and people have found clever ways to create their own 
setup by modifying their camera rigs or by making something 
from scratch. There are also a number of small companies born 
from crowd-funding initiatives supplying this demand. This is 
a fertile starting point for designing a platform that involves a 
company, its users and online communities.

Image 3.1 Hardware sketching: 
controlling the camera external-
ly with external inputs, using 
a push button, tilt switch and 
Arduino.
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As the landscape of digital cameras changes rapidly, an over-
view of past and current crowd-funded and user-initiated cam-
era projects was needed to help direct this project. This spread 
only discusses a few projects, as there is a great diversity of 
many camera brands, camera types, crowd-funding websites or 
otherwise related platforms where user content is generated.

Most projects are specifically tailored to address a single issue 
or create a certain effect, where quite a few promote solutions 
in the form of add-ons or adapters to existing cameras. Some 
even consisted of entire kits, that allow users to build their cus-
tom rig or setup. Nevertheless, the majority of these products 
did not incorporate any form of expandability and most are, in 
fact, closed-source systems.

DIY
Projects developed by DIY communities  are often low tech and 
can roughly be divided in the following two categories:

ciples of democratisation and collaboration. In general, commu-
nities have an ability to self-regulate prices, licenses, etcetera to 
decentralise resources, so that they become available for others 
to use. In the case of specialised equipment, e.g. cameras, this 
is not as effective, as products are closed, and the knowledge 
necessary to produce  third party parts is only available to a few.  
The activities of such companies are an argument in favour of 
open-ended products, since the practices of these companies 
are detrimental for both manufacturer and consumer. Users 
often pay an unfair price for their modified product, and risk 
damaging the product in the process. For manufacturers this 
undesirable, as they do not profit in any way, and might receive 
claims when products malfunction.

Crowd-funding
The majority of the more elaborate projects are crowd-funded 
projects, launched on platforms such as Kickstarter or Indiego-
go.  Generally, these are substantially more complex in com-
parison with DIY projects. In most cases, these are initiated by 
small to mid-sized startups or groups of tech experts.  

1 physical setup, such as carriers, rigs or mounts;

2 connectors, cables and other material to transfer live 
video and/or photo feeds from the camera to another 
device.

Interestingly, very little projects focus on the camera’s behav-
iour or functionality. This requires more professional resources 
for the development and testing of electronics, as well as time 
and monetary investment. To respond to this demand a num-
ber of small electronics consultancy companies have developed 
modifications, hacks or after-market products that can be used 
to modify a camera’s functionality in various ways. The costs 
for these services or products is often high, and as these are in 
most cases unofficial and not approved by the manufacturer, 
they might void the product’s warranty. Some of these compa-
nies have online stores, where third-party prototyping compo-
nents are being sold. Sometimes, one cold quality the prices of 
these components as exorbitant, going against some core prin-

From left to  right, top to bottom:
Image 3.3 3D printed pinhole 
camera.

Image 3.4 A time-lapse panning 
device made from a kitchen 
timer.

Image 3.5 360Heros, a frame to 
capture 360 degree videos with 
6 GoPro cameras using custom 
made software.
Image 3.6 Astro, a motorized 
time-lapse panning device.

Image 3.7 iSteady Pro Holder , 
GoPro compatible mount for 
scuba diving.

Image 3.8 GoPro Camera Pro-
grammable timer.
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Concept
A relatively large number of the community projects made 
use of GoPro cameras, as these are durable, compact and less 
expensive compared to for example DSLR cameras. Studying 
these projects made a case for GoPro being a fitting subject for 
open-ended design. Due to its compact form factor and rigidi-
ty it is known to be a versatile product (hence the slogan: The 
World’s Most Versatile Camera) and used globally for a wide va-
riety of activities. It has grown out of its original market cate-
gory – extreme sports accessories – and has become a product 
people tinker with in many different contexts.

From a practical point of view, its backside connection port and 
BacPac system make a good starting point for expandability, as 
well as modular design. This technical infrastructure formed 
the basis for a modular camera concept. This camera system is 
based on the principle that all modules follow a standardized 
method for connection and expansion. In this way, the modu-
lar can be connected to the camera and act as building blocks 
(image 3.9). The modules are hot-pluggable (replacing modules 
without power cycling the camera) An intelligent base module 
(equipped with microprocessor) connects to the camera body. 
Other modules with a variety of different functions can then in 
turn be connected to the base module, allowing users to explore 
custom setups with combined functionality and behaviours. 
This results in a camera system with can take many forms, sup-
porting specific user scenarios and creating behaviours no oth-
er device can reproduce.

Sensors
• speed / acceler-
ation

• pitch / yaw /
roll

• tilt
• motion

Motion control
• rotation
• linear

Time
• intervals
• delay
• programmed

Output
• light (flash)
• sound

Metadata
• location
• sensor data

Miscellaneous
• wireless sen-
sors

• internet
• GPS

GoPro is a brand of high-definition 
personal cameras, often used in ex-
treme action video photography. They 
are known for being lightweight, rug-
ged, wearable or mountable in unusu-
al places such as outside planes, cars, 
boats or sport equipment. Retrieved 
from en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GoPro.

During a brainstorm for different module categories and func-
tions, community-generated projects proved again to be re-
sourceful, and became an important driver in the ideation 
process. Non-profit, DIY-style projects proved to be specifically 
tailored towards a certain context, reusing various materials 
and tools to create certain effects. At the same time, some of 
the projects also showed noticeable signs of inability to do real 
modifications of the camera’s functionality. This sometimes 
resulted in poorly-build, fragile setups, featuring for example 
bulky components or non-shielded electronics. Although these 
projects may be associated with DIY or maker projects where 
this level of refinement is commonplace, when using sub-
stantially more expensive parts – high quality cameras – this 
becomes undesirable. These observations led to set of require-
ments for this concept, which apply to open-ended design as 
well.

1 Laymen users should not need to learn secondary 
skills (e.g. electronics, programming) in order to build 
a setup; they should be focused on their own activi-
ties.

2 The modular system should not introduce weakness-
es or impair any qualities the product has. In the case 
of GoPro cameras, these qualities would be compact-
ness, sturdiness, versatility and robustness.

These requirements can only be met when a moderator, e.g. 
company or group of experts, acts as a gatekeeper in the devel-
opment process to ensure quality.

Module categories and functions

• light
• water
• pressure
• sound
• temperature

Image 3.9 Early concept illus-
tration.
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User studies
User evaluation sessions were conducted to get an idea of pos-
sible scenarios. Potential users were asked to use paper proto-
types as a mean to sketch out combinations of different mod-
ules, or to generate ideas for new ones. Additionally, focus was 
laid on the role of an external mobile device to control the flow 
of events. The participants indicated a preference for ‘easy-to-
change’, uncomplicated setup (reject the option of a more em-

Image 3.9 The result of a 
user-generated module (object 

acceleration) and setup

Image 3.10 Overview of the 
workshop setup.

Image 3.11 User generated setup 
for slow-motion filming based 

on localised auditory input. › 

powering, enhanced setup using a computer application). The 
immersion of the moment was value to be a very important 
part of the product experience. And as such, the setup process 
should not be too time consuming as this would disrupt the 
flow of events. This also ties in with mobility being an import 
characteristic of the GoPro camera. Based on these findings, the 
decision was to focus on an mobile phone app.
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Prototyping

One of the goals set at the start of the project, was to make 
an experiential prototype. Based on the results from the user 
evaluations and after a feasibility evaluation, the decision 
was made to make a couple of different modules, to be able to 
demonstrate (a starting point of) the camera system by build-
ing couple of different setups. Initial test parts were CNC milled 
out of foam to get correct dimension for the electronic compo-
nents, after which the final model are 3D printed. The following 
modules were selected for prototyping.

Base modules
microcontroller module
The base module is the controlling 
link between all of the other modules 
and the camera. It uses an Arduino 
Pro Micro microprocessor.

sensor (base) module
The sensor module has a similar 
form-factor as the microcontroller 
module. It connects (small) sensors 
with a 3.5mm input to the microcon-
troller input.

Motion Control
360 module
A module for programmed rotational 
movement. The largest module,  since 
it has a DC motor and extra battery. 
Motorized camera control has been 
around for longer time, but was 
not available for non-professional 
users until a few years ago. Both 
crowd-funding projects as well as 
DIY projects have seen this type of 
product.

Sensors
light sensor
A light sensor to measure different 
lighting conditions.

motion sensor
Contains an infrared sensor, which 
can detect people or animals in the 
vicinity of the camera.

water sensor
Can trigger the camera when in con-
tact with water or moist.

Image 3.12 Microcontroller mod-
ule attached to a GoPro camera.

Image 3.14 Light sensor.

Image 3.13 Sensor module. Image 3.15 Motion sensor.

Image 3.16 Combination of dif-
ferent modules and sensors.
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Image 3.17 Final illustration of 
different modules and sensors.

Bottom, from left to  right: com-
binations of different modules 
and sensors. 

Image 3.18 Setup with flash 
module and light sensor.

Image 3.19 Camera equipped 
with motion sensor.

Image 3.20 Camera connected to 
the 360 module with  tempera-
ture sensor. 
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Mobile App & Web Platform
The functionality of the modules and camera can be controlled 
using a mobile app. GoPro cameras are capable of broadcasting 
a WiFi network that mobile devices can connect to in order to 
access the settings remotely. When modules are connected to 
the camera, they appear in a list which shows all currently con-
nected modules. Selecting one of the items in the list will bring 
up the settings for that selected item, where the user can set the 
parameters and other settings for the module. In the event that 
more than one sensor is connected, their trigger events can ei-
ther be coupled, or evaluated individually to be able to generate 
triggers for the camera at the desired conditions. As modules 
are hot-swappable, the list will automatically remove or add 
items as modules are removed or added, bringing up the set-
tings that were last used with that module.

The web platform will be the main communication channel 
between the company and its user community. It will support 
various levels of interaction:

• users can browse and purchase modules, see descrip-
tions;

• users can submit and idea for a new module by mak-
ing a video podcast;

• users can share a project, or browse other user’s pro-
jects.

Additionally, the company will be able to involve the communi-
ty by share project updates, as well as hosting screening events 
where user’s are given an opportunity to present their footage, 
and show their setups.

Image 3.21 Wireframes for the 
mobile application.
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Image 3.22 Design for the mobile 
application. Screenshots, from 
left to right: start screen, menu 
screen, water sensor settings 
screen and 360 module settings 
screen.
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Designs for the online platform, 
ccw: 

Image 3.23 Landing page with 
an overview of available sensors 
and modules.

Image 3.24 Land page with pop-
up about sensor details.

Image 3.25 Project gallery, a 
collection of user-submitted 
projects. 
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Discussion
The open-ended design model proposed by this project is not a 
finished framework, and does not support all type of products 
in its current form. As for all frameworks, its full development 
would take a much longer period of time. This has been a first 
attempt, and there is lots of room for further improvement.

Although this project is focused on laymen users, it would be 
sensible to approach it from both directions, and also include 
people who are interested in technology and want to be build-
ing modules on their own. Some crowd-funded products al-
ready support this model, e.g. by ensuring their products are 
compatible with well know open-source hardware platforms, 
such as Arduino. Still, this seems to be a bottleneck for bigger 
companies joining in. It brings a great number of consequences 
with respect to warranties, licensing, business model, costs for 
support, etcetera which introduces challenges for the manufac-
turer. 
This makes products much more complex and difficult to man-

age. These are all considerations for the company to make. Al-
though it might require some extra resources during initial de-
velopment, it should be seen as investment, paid back with the 
projects that users create. The rich content derived from them 
is in essentially user research in the wild - the most valuable of 
it’s kind. This is a long-term thinking strategy a company would 
need to convert to. This in sharp contrast with some of the tra-
ditional business approaches, where companies expect to gain 
all the return on investment at the point of sale.

Also, there are valid arguments to think of why one would avoid 
modularity. As modular design tends to make products bulkier 
and have less of an cutting edge appeal. The impact on the user, 
however, does not seem to be impossible to overcome. When 
users become owner of their own problems, and are able to find 
solutions through exploration, it has a strong psychological 
impact. It will make people bond to a product much more, and 
soon forget that it could have been a few millimetres thinner. 



Reflection
At the start of this project, I had a quite clear view on what di-
rection I wanted to take this project in. As a result, I have been 
following a fairly straight path throughout the process, with-
out needing to dramatically change course or go trough topic 
changes. Nevertheless, converting all the ideas and plans into 
realized deliverables in the time that was given was still a chal-
lenging endeavour.

Early on in the process, I had set a goal of creating an expe-
riential prototype. I was focused on the idea of being able to 
demonstrate the dynamics and freedom a modular system can 
provide in terms of user experience. It was for this reason that I 
wanted to have multiple functioning parts, all working togeth-
er cohesively. This turned out to be too ambitious, considering 
the amount of time it took to make these prototypes. Prototyp-
ing a system which comprises of multiple objects introduces 
new and far-reaching challenges which single-object proto-
types generally do not address, as for example communication, 
or system integration. Although I have performed a number of 
‘feasibility checks’ throughout the process, the final stage where 
everything had to work together in a reliable way proved not to 
be within reach. As a result, I have not been able to take my ma-
terial into real-life scenarios. This could have been a valuable 
opportunity for user research, as well as a potential resource 
for creating presentation material. Looking back I think that a 
good alternative would have been to stop the prototyping pro-
cess prematurely, and to use the physical models for wizard-of-
oz user testing and video documentation.

The exhibition provided an additional opportunity to gather in-
put from the public. For this I created a setup with ‘idea cards’ 
that allowed visitors to combine (concepts for) modules or sen-
sors, and submit their own ideas for components or scenarios. 
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Image 4.1 Detail of some of the 
ideas submitted by visitors. The 
topics ranged from suggestions 
specific, situational (scenarios) 

ideas to broad ideas for new 
components. ›

Image 4.2 The materials to col-
lect feedback from the visiting 

public during UID’14.
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appendix A
The Seeding, Evolutionary Growth, and Reseeding (SER) Pro-
cess Model

The seeding, evolutionary growth, and reseeding (SER) model 
[Fischer & Ostwald, 2002] is a process model for large evolving 
systems and information repositories based on the postulate 
that systems that evolve over a sustained time span must con-
tinually alternate between periods of activity and unplanned 
evolutions and periods of deliberate (re)structuring and en-
hancement. The SER model encourages designers to concep-
tualize their activity as meta-design, thereby supporting users 
as designers in their own right, rather than restricting them to 
being passive consumers. Figure A.1 provides an illustration of 
the SER model.

We have explored the feasibility and usefulness of the SER 
model in the development of complex socio-technical systems. 
The evolutions of these systems share common elements, all of 
which relate to sustained knowledge use and construction in 
support of informed participation.

Seeding
System design methodologies of the past were focused on the 
objective of building complex information systems as “com-
plete” artifacts through the large efforts of a small number of 
people. Conversely, instead of attempting to build complete and 
closed systems, the SER model advocates building seeds that 
can be evolved over time through the small contributions of a 
large number of people.
A seed is an initial collection of domain knowledge that is de-
signed to evolve at use time. It is created by environment de-
velopers and future users to be as complete as possible. Howev-
er, no information repository can be truly complete due to the 
situated and tacit nature of knowledge as well as the constant 
changes occurring in the environment in which the system is 
embedded [Suchman, 1987; Winograd & Flores, 1986]. No ab-
solute requirements exist for the completeness, correctness, or 
specificity of the information in the seed, but the shortcomings 
and breakdowns often provoke users to add new information 
to the seed.

Evolutionary Growth
The evolutionary growth phase is one of decentralized evolu-
tion as the seed is used and extended to do work or explore 
a problem. In this phase, developers are not directly involved 
because the focus is on problem framing and problem solving. 
Instead, the participants have a direct stake in the problem at appendix • 27

hand and are designing solutions to problems. During the evo-
lutionary growth phase, the information repository plays two 
roles simultaneously: (1) it provides resources for work (infor-
mation that has been accumulated from prior use), and (2) it 
accumulates the products of work, as each project contributes 
new information to the seed. During the evolutionary growth 
phase, users focus on solving a specific problem and creating 
problem-specific information rather than on creating reusa-
ble information. As a result, the information added during this 
phase may not be well integrated with the rest of the informa-
tion in the seed.

Reseeding
Reseeding is a deliberate and centralized effort to organize, for-
malize, and generalize information and artifacts created dur-
ing the evolutionary growth phase [Shipman & McCall, 1994]. 
The goal of reseeding is to create an information repository in 
which useful information can be found, reused, and extend-
ed. As in the seeding phase, developers are needed to perform 
substantial system and information space modifications, but 
users must also participate because only they can judge what 
information is useful and what structures will serve their work 
practices.
Reseeding is necessary when evolutionary growth no longer 
proceeds smoothly. It is an opportunity to assess the informa-
tion created in the context of specific projects and activities, 
and to decide what should be incorporated into a new seed to 
support the next cycle of evolutionary growth and reseeding. 
For example, open source software systems [Raymond & Young, 
2001] often evolve for some time by adding patches, but eventu-
ally a new major version must be created that incorporates the 
patches in a coherent fashion. Excerpt from Fischer et al. (2004).

Figure A.1 The Seeding, Evolutionary Growth, and Reseeding Process Model



appendix B
Planning
The project consists of two phases, broken down in two sepa-
rate rows in this timetable. The first phase (weeks 4 - 13) focus-
es on research and developing the physical component of the 
system. The research is primarily aimed at getting an under-
standing of different user involvement strategies in the design 
process. These approaches range from traditional user-centered 
design methods to contemporary movements in open design. 
An overview of the specific mechanisms of each of these meth-
ods will help  steer the direction for this project.

The goal of the three prototyping weeks is to develop an experi-
ential prototype. This prototype will be used in the subsequent 
user tests.

During the second phase (weeks 14 - 23), users are involved  to 
test the product’s modular approach. Interviews are used to 
gather reflective feedback on the user’s experiences while en-
gaging with the product. Conclusions from these sessions are 
used to frame how to design a product/system that triggers 
users to tinker and reflect while using a product. Exploring 
and designing the platform component, concludes the concept 
development. This part of the system will allow users to docu-
ment and communicate their findings.

The final four weeks of the project are reserved for creating the 
final project deliverables (model, presentation, poster, video, 
web content and exhibition).
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